The American Musical And The Performance Of Personal Identity
The American musical has long provided an important vehicle through which writers, performers, and audiences reimagine who they are and how they might best interact with the world around them. Musicals are especially good at this because they provide not only an opportunity for us to enact dramatic versions of alternative identities, but also the material for performing such alternatives in the real world, through songs and the characters and attitudes those songs project. This book addresses a variety of specific themes in musicals that serve this general function: fairy tale and fantasy, idealism and inspiration, gender and sexuality, and relationships, among others. It also considers three overlapping genres that are central, in quite different ways, to the projection of personal identity: operetta, movie musicals, and operatic musicals. Among the musicals discussed are Camelot, Candide; Chicago; Company; Evita; Gypsy; Into the Woods; Kiss Me, Kate; A Little Night Music; Man of La Mancha; Meet Me in St. Louis; The Merry Widow; Moulin Rouge; My Fair Lady; Passion; The Rocky Horror Picture Show; Singin’ in the Rain; Stormy Weather; Sweeney Todd; and The Wizard of Oz. Complementing the author’s earlier work, The American Musical and the Formation of National Identity, this book completes a two-volume thematic history of the genre, designed for general audiences and specialists alike.
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**Customer Reviews**

"Brainy [and] meticulous. . . . The bedrock idea in The American Musical and the Performance of Personal Identity is that the self is, on some level, a performance--and isn’t a performance
incomplete when there’s no audience? Other people provide the receptivity and feedback that allow one to become a certain person, rather than another. Character is--to revert to that inspiring buzzword--collaboration."--Celia Wren, American Theatre

The American Musical and the Performance of Personal Identity is an insightful contribution to current scholarship on musical theatre. It integrates theoretical approaches based in both musicology and audience reception, and applies these approaches across the media of film and theatre. In so doing, it offers a transferable, revealing methodology for similarly sophisticated analyses of the role of musical theatre in American culture."--Diana Calderazzo, Theatre Journal

"With an engaging and accessible style, Knapp examines the ways American national and personal identity are revealed and defined through the evolving twentieth-century genres of stage and film musicals."

"Arthur Pritchard, Studies in Musical Theater"

"Raymond Knapp has an extraordinarily perceptive ear. As he surveys the history of the American musical, he hears things--important things, revelatory things--that earlier writers . . . have missed."--Edward Green, Popular Music and Society

"Knapp’s writing is lively and elegant, his knowledge and research are exceedingly wide-ranging, and his observations are incisive and on-the-mark, often very funny, and frequently astonishing in their acuity."--Stacy Wolf, Modern Drama

"The author offers excellent in-depth treatments of 31 shows, including stage, film, and television musicals."--Choice

"Raymond Knapp has an extraordinarily perceptive ear. As he surveys the history of the American musical, he hears things--important things, revelatory things--that earlier writers who have attempted, systematically, to traverse this vast territory have missed. Hardly a page goes by without a ‘Gee, I didn’t realize that’ moment. . . . One of the loveliest features of these books is the generosity of the musical examples. Coordinated with the text are hundreds of musical excerpts which Princeton University Press has made available to readers through easy downloading from the Internet. . . . It is clear that there is much to praise about Raymond Knapp’s work, beginning with his vast knowledge of the subject and his infectious enthusiasm for it."--Edward Green, Popular Music and Society

Knapp speaks with an original voice and offers fresh perspectives. This will be regarded as one of the major books in the field. (Geoffrey Block, University of Puget Sound, General Editor, “Yale Broadway Masters”)

This book and its companion volume could have been brilliant. The idea of being able to listen online to the musical examples being discussed is great. The subject, American musical theatre, is riveting. But the author’s prose is - to be charitable - turgid. I have this book on my bedside table for
those nights I’m unable to get to sleep. Of the 100+ books I own on musical theatre, these are the least engaging, I fear.

This is one of my favorite books on musical theatre. Despite the other reviewer feeling it overdone, I enjoyed the in depth analysis and the fact that the author chose to analyze and discuss works from Rodgers and Hammerstein to Sondheim to Joss Whedon’s musical episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer.

I believe the strength of any musical theatre performance is communicated through lyrics. How can this book examine "The Performance of Personal Identity" and exclude pertinent lyricists? Stephen Flaherty (composer) is included but his writing partner Lynn Ahrens (lyricist) is excluded (according to the Index). This is just one example of the many I discovered and I found it diminished the importance of this work.
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